Asetek at ISC17: Liquid cooling is becoming the new norm
June 16, 2017, Aalborg, Denmark – Asetek, a world leader in liquid cooling for HPC and data centers, will return to the International Supercomputing
Conference (ISC17) in Frankfurt, Germany, June 18–22, 2017.
Asetek’s cost- and energy efficient liquid cooling solutions for HPC and data centers are on display at booth #J-600. Asetek’s engineers and sales team,
including Mandarin-speaking staff, are present to showcase Asetek’s innovative solutions.
The 2016 TOP500 and Green500 lists include nine installations that uses Asetek liquid cooling, including Japan’s fastest computer, the Oakforest-PACS
supercomputer in Tokyo (ranked #6 on both lists). Today, an increasing number of HPC installations deploy Asetek technology with existing installations
expanding and new ones coming onboard.
Liquid cooling is becoming the new norm in the face of skyrocketing wattages by CPUs, GPUs and cluster nodes. Asetek cooling solutions are currently
provided by OEMs such as Cray, Fujitsu, Format, Penguin.Liquid cooling for NVIDIA P100, Intel Knight’s Landing and Skylake will be on display at
Asetek’s booth #J-600 as well as rack-level options such as InRackCDU and Vertical RackCDU.
“2017 is the inflection point for HPC cooling. We are seeing higher wattage clusters that will need liquid cooling so they can operate. It is a clear sign that
liquid cooling is becoming the new norm. We are also seeing new HPC installations come onboard – a clear signal that our technology in making an impact
on the industry,” said John Hamill, Asetek Chief Operating Officer.
If you would like to schedule an appointment with our engineering and sales team, please send an email to questions@asetek.com. Otherwise, please stop
by booth J-600 at ISC17.
To learn more about Asetek liquid cooling, please visit www.asetek.com and follow us on Twitter @Asetek and Facebook.
Follow the International Supercomputing Conference (ISC17) on Twitter @ISChpc or on the ISC17 conference website.
About Asetek
Asetek is the global leader in liquid cooling solutions for data centers, servers and PCs. Founded in 2000, Asetek is headquartered in Denmark and has
operations in California, Texas, China and Taiwan. Asetek is listed on the Oslo Stock Exchange (ASETEK). For more information, visit www.asetek.com
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